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etween self-activated and
impurity-related emissions of LiCa3ZnV3O12: lattice
distortion, energy transfer and temperature sensing
effect†

Jie Li, Ruixia Shi, Yongqiang Cao, Qian Ma, Ling Chen, Aiyu Zhang *
and Ping Yang *

Some of themetal vanadates have special self-activated luminescence. In order to further enrich its luminous

color, luminescent impurity ions can be introduced into its lattice. The interaction between the self-activated

emission and the impurity-related emission remains to be studied. In this work, the synergism between the

two kinds of emission in LiCa3ZnV3O12 was explored from these three aspects: lattice distortion, energy

transfer and temperature effect. Eu3+ ions replace Ca2+ ions in the lattice of LiCa3ZnV3O12, leading to

a lattice contraction of the LCZV host, which depresses the self-activating emission around 500 nm. The

characteristic linear emissions of Eu3+ ions are also observed benefiting from the energy transfer from

[VO4]
3− to Eu3+. Since the temperature quenching effect is more sensitive for the self-activated emission

than that for the Eu3+-related ones, the phosphor can be applied as a luminescent temperature sensor,

with the absolute and relative temperature sensitivities of 0.012 K−1 and 1.56% K−1, respectively.
Introduction

Phosphor-converted white light emitting diodes (WLEDs),
known as fourth generation lighting sources, have attracted
a lot of attention for their advantages of high efficiency, no
mercury pollution, low carbon emissions, long life, small size,
energy-saving and so on.1,2 Since human vision is not sensitive
to UV light, the search for LED phosphors excited by UV and
near-UV light has become a research hotspot.

Metal vanadate materials with different crystal structures
exhibit various physical and chemical properties and are good
phosphor host materials.3,4 Under the excitation of UV light,
vanadate can produce a bright self-activation broad emission
band in the wavelength range of 400–800 nm originating from
the charge transfer (CT) transition of the [VO4] tetrahedron.5–8

The specic emission color/wavelength is mainly determined
by certain metal ions and the crystal structure of the
vanadates.9–11

Garnet structure-based vanadate phosphors usually
exhibit a self-activated blue-green emission. The garnet
structure belongs to the cubic crystal system, described by
the general formula A3B2C3O12 with a space group Ia�3d
(230).12,13 So far, several garnet structured vanadates, such as
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LiCa3ZnV3O12,14 NaCa2Mg2V3O12,15,16 Ca2KZn2(VO4)3,17 and
KCa2Mg2V3O12,18 have been reported for the self-activating
luminescent emissions. To expand the luminescent prop-
erty of the garnet-structured vanadate phosphors, various
rare earth ions have been introduced into these hosts,
resulting in several new luminescent systems, such as
NaCa2Mg2V3O12:Sm

3+,19 Ca2AgZn2V3O12:Nb
5+,20 CaZnV2O7:-

Eu3+,21 and Ca2KZn2V3O12:Dy
3+.22

Several questions should be discussed as the rare earth ions
with characteristic luminescence being doped into hosts with
self-activating emissions. First, how does the lattice distortion
corresponding to the impurity ions affect the self-activated
emission? Second, is there any energy transfer existing
between the CT transition of the [VO4] tetrahedron and the
energy-level transition of the doping rare earth ions? Third, the
temperature effects on the two emissions. All these three
questions are still not well solved, although they are so obvious
and common in ion-doped self-activated luminescence systems.

In this work, self-activated LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0–0.155) phos-
phors were prepared by a solution combustion reaction. Trying
to solve the above three questions, we would analyze the crystal
structure of pure and Eu3+-doped LCZV, and monitor the pho-
toluminescence of all the samples at room and higher
temperatures. The energy transfer pathways of the LCZV host
induced by Eu3+ are also investigated in detail. Meanwhile,
a series of color-tunable phosphors would be obtained, and the
possibility of their application would be evaluated as LED
devices and uorescent temperature sensors.
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 36063–36071 | 36063
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Experimental section
Synthesis of phosphors

The raw materials include calcium(II) nitrate (Ca(NO3)2$4H2O,
99.0%, Sinopharm), lithium(I) nitrate (LiNO3, 99.9%, Sino-
pharm), zinc(II) nitrate (Zn(NO3)2$6H2O, 98.0%, Damao Chem-
ical Reagent Factory), europium(III) oxide (Eu2O3, 99.99%,
Macklin), ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3, 99.95%,
Aladdin), and citric acid ((C6H8O7$H2O), 99.99%, Aladdin).

The chemical eqn (1) of LCZV:xEu3+ phosphors preparation
is as follows:23–25

3Ca(NO3)2$4H2O + Zn(NO3)2$6H2O + LiNO3 + 3NH4VO3

+ 4C6H8O7$H2O / LiCa3ZnV3O12 + 24CO2[

+ 26H2O + 12NH3[ (1)

In a typical synthesis of LCZV phosphor, various nitrates were
weighted according to the stoichiometric ratio in eqn (1), dissolved
in the deionized water, and then mixed together. Appropriate
amounts of NH4VO3 and citric acid were added in sequence to the
mixed solution. Aer stirring for 10 min, an orange solution was
obtained, which gradually changed to dark brown and nally to
blue when heated to 80 °C. The pH value of the solution was
adjusted with HNO3 and NH3$H2O solution. The prepared blue
solution was transferred to a crucible, and the solution combus-
tion reaction was carried out in air at 600 °C and kept for 20 min.
The products were taken out aer heat treatment and ground into
ne powder.

For Eu3+-doped LCZV phosphors, the experimental steps are
exactly the same except that the raw materials are slightly
adjusted according to their respective molecular formula.
Sample characterization

The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data of the samples were
collected on an Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku, Japan) with
Cu Ka radiation (l= 1.5418 Å) at a scanning rate of 5°min−1 in the
range of 2q from 15° to 80° at room temperature. Temperature-
dependent XRD was acquired on a Smartlab X-ray diffractometer
(Rigaku, Japan) with a temperature controller. Rietveld rene-
ments of XRD patterns were conducted by general structure
analysis programs to obtain the cell parameters and related
information. The microstructure and chemical composition of the
samples were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(Zeiss Gemini 300, Germany) and energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS), respectively. The PL excitation (PLE) and PL spectra of the
samples were obtained by a uorescence spectrophotometer
(Hitachi F-4600, Japan) with a xenon lamp of 150 W as an excita-
tion source at room temperature. The PL decay curves of the
samples were recorded by a steady-state/transient uorescence
spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments FLS1000, Britain).
Fig. 1 (a) Crystal structure of LCZV (color balls: Ca blue, Zn/Li purple, V
orange, O red) and coordinate environment of [VO4], [CaO8] and
[ZnO6] from XRD refinement. (b) XRD patterns (2q = 15–80°) of
LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0, 0.015, 0.045, 0.095) samples. (c) The cell param-
eters (a, V) of LCZV:xEu3+ samples varying with Eu3+ concentration.
Fabrication of LED devices and temperature-dependent PL
measurement

LED devices were fabricated by coating phosphors on a 310 nm
UVB LED chip driven by 3.5 V and 40 mA using high refractive
silicone (A : B = 1 : 4) as the binder.
36064 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 36063–36071
The temperature-dependent PL characteristics of the
samples were obtained by referring to the strategy in ref. 26
which was evaluated by heating the samples sealed in a metallic
box and kept them at a particular temperature, and then rapidly
transferring the sample at a specic temperature from the
heater to the uorescence spectrophotometer for measurement.
Results and discussion
Crystal structure and lattice distortion

The crystal structure model and coordinate environment of
LCZV are shown in Fig. 1(a). LCZV has a garnet structure (space
group Ia�3d (230)) with the general formula A3B2C3O12,12,27 in
which A is Ca2+, B is Li+ or Zn2+, and C is V5+. The whole
structure is mainly composed of tetrahedron [VO4], dodecahe-
dron [CaO8] and octahedron [ZnO6], wherein [ZnO6] form
a regular octahedron structure are sharing borders and corners
with [VO4] and [CaO8]. The unit cell of the LCZV structure can be
viewed as a connected network of dodecahedron, octahedron
and tetrahedron.

Fig. 1(b) exhibits the XRD patterns of LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0,
0.015, 0.045, 0.095) samples. From Fig. 1(b), all the diffraction
peaks of pure LCZV and LCZV:xEu3+ samples with different
Eu3+-doping concentrations are well correlated with the stan-
dard card (JCPDS no. 24-1212),10,28 which indicates the forma-
tion of pure phase LCZV host and the absence of second phase
related to the doping of Eu3+.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Ionic radii difference percentage (Dr) between host cations
and Eu3+

Host cation (CN) Doped ion (CN) Rm (Å) Rd (Å) Dr (%)

Ca2+ (8) Eu3+ (8) 11.20 10.66 4.82
Zn2+ (6) Eu3+ (6) 7.40 9.47 27.97
Li+ (6) Eu3+ (6) 7.60 9.47 24.61
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Davolos' research shows that efficient ion substitution can
be achieved when the ionic radii difference percentage (Dr)
between dopant ions and replaced ions is within 30%. Dr can be
estimated by eqn (2):8

Dr ¼ 100� RmðCNÞ � RdðCNÞ
RmðCNÞ (2)

where CN represents the coordination number, Rd and Rm are
the ionic radii of dopant ions (Eu3+) and host cations (Li+, Zn2+,
Ca2+) respectively. The calculated results of Dr are listed in Table
1, which conrms that Eu3+ will occupy part of the Ca2+ sites.

To further verify the phase purity and Eu3+ doping sites of
the designed samples, the XRD patterns of LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0,
0.015, 0.045, 0.095) samples were tted by the Rietveld rene-
ment method (the results are shown in Fig. S1†) to optimize the
initial crystal structure of the samples. The good R-factors and c

values are shown in Table S1,† and the detailed atomic coor-
dinates are listed in Table S2.† Table 2 shows the bond length
and angles obtained from XRD renement. It can be observed
that V5+ and Ca2+ ions have complicated bond lengths, and two
kinds of angles O–V–O(1) and O–V–O(2) can also be seen in [VO4].
The coordinate environment of metal–oxygen polyhedrons ob-
tained is also exhibited in Fig. 1(a).

By analyzing the cell parameters (a, V) of the samples in
Table S1,† it can be found that the introduction of Eu3+ ions led
to a shrinkage of the LCZV lattice. This lattice contraction
coincides with the inference that partial Ca2+ sites are occupied
by Eu3+ ions with smaller ionic radius. From Fig. 1(c) drawn
according to Table S1,† it is obvious that the cell parameter of
LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0, 0.015, 0.045, 0.095) samples almost linearly
increased with Eu3+ ions concentration which deviated from
Vegard's law, although the cell parameter of all the doped
Table 2 Inter-atomic distances and O–V–O bond angles of
LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0, 0.015, 0.045, 0.095) samples calculated from XRD
refinement resulta

Sample (x)

Bond distances (Å) Bond angles (°)

Ca–O Zn–O V–O V–V O–V–O(1) O–V–O(2)

0 2.468 2.128 1.713 3.809 114.05 100.70
0.015 2.462 2.124 1.730 3.807 113.37 101.92
0.045 2.462 2.126 1.724 3.808 113.77 101.18
0.095 2.463 2.128 1.718 3.808 113.74 101.24

a O–V–O(1) and O–V–O(2) represent two symmetric vanadium–oxygen
bond angles in [VO4] respectively, and the angle variation trend
between O–V–O(1) and O–V–O(2) is inversely proportional.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
samples are smaller than that of pure one. This increasing trend
of the cell parameter with Eu3+ concentration can be attributed
to the generation of interstitial oxygen for the purpose of charge
balance, which has been broken when the trivalent Eu3+ ions
occupied the divalent Ca2+ ion sites.

Table 2 summarizes the average interatomic distance and
O–V–O bond angle of the LCZV:xEu3+ (x= 0, 0.015, 0.045, 0.095)
samples, which show various changes with the increase of Eu3+

concentration. Among them, the decrease of the Ca–O bond
length led to the lattice contraction of the [CaO8] dodecahedron;
the increase of the V–O bond length and the change of the two
kinds of O–V–O bond angles resulted in the lattice expansion of
the [VO4] tetrahedron, which squeezes the Zn–O bond length at
the adjacent [ZnO6] octahedra to relieve the lattice strain. This
lattice expansion with the increase of Eu3+ doping concentra-
tion gives another evidence for the existence of interstitial
oxygen. These phenomena further prove that Eu3+ successfully
replaces Ca2+ and occupies the lattice sites.

It can be seen from Fig. 2(a) and S2† that LCZV samples show
similar micromorphology before and aer Eu3+ doping,
although the particle sizes of the samples decrease with Eu3+

doping concentration. All samples are composed of particles
with holes and adhered to each other. Based on this
morphology, we deduced the growth mechanism of LCZV. Aer
ignition at 600 °C, the combustion reaction of the precursor will
release a lot of heat, instantly generating a very high tempera-
ture inside the sample. Under such high temperatures, the
precursor decomposes, LCZV nucleates and grows rapidly
(according to the reaction eqn (1)). Since the process of nucle-
ation and growth is very fast, the particles stick together and
show the morphology of adhesion. At the same time, a large
amount of gas is released due to the burning of organic fuel
(citric acid) in this process, which explains the appearance of
holes in LCZV particles. The elemental composition of
LCZV:0.015Eu3+ has been characterized by EDS and the results
are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). From Fig. 2(b), the elements of
Ca, Zn, V, and Eu all exhibit uniform distribution, indicating
homogeneous doping of Eu ions. The EDS image (Fig. 2(c))
Fig. 2 (a) SEM images of LCZV:xEu3+(x = 0, 0.015, 0.095). (b)
Elemental mapping images of LCZV:0.015Eu3+. (c) EDS pattern (inset
shows the elemental wt% distribution) of LCZV:0.015Eu3+.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 36063–36071 | 36065
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revealed all elements present in the sample, including small
peaks of lower energy due to Eu3+ doping and a carbon peak
caused by the use of carbon ribbons in the sample
preparation.17
Fig. 4 The energy transfer process from [VO4]
3− groups to Eu3+ ions.
The self-activated luminescence and Eu3+-related
luminescence

PLE and PL spectra of pure LCZV and LCZV:xEu3+ phosphors
are shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the PLE spectrum of
pure LCZV measured with an emission wavelength of 500 nm is
an excitation band centered at 322 nm. The PL spectrum
measured under 322 nm UV-light excitation ranges from 400 to
750 nm, with a peak at 500 nm, and a full width at half
maximum (FWHM) close to 121 nm. By using the Gaussian
tting, the emission band can be deconvoluted into two sub-
bands around 491 nm and 557 nm, and the excitation band into
two sub-bands around 278 nm and 324 nm. The luminescence
of pure LCZV is attributed to the self-activated CT transitions of
the [VO4]

3− groups,11,29 which is described on the le in Fig. 4.
Under the excitation of UV light, the electrons in the ground
state 1A1 absorb energy and transition to the excited state 1T1 or
1T2 (corresponding to the excitation peaks at 278 nm and 324
nm), then relax to 3T1 or

3T2 through a non-radiative transition,
and nally decay to the ground state 1A1 and emit light around
491 nm (3T2 /

1A1) and 557 nm (3T1 /
1A1).

As shown in Fig. 3(b), the PL spectrum of LCZV:0.015Eu3+

phosphor collected under 310 nm excitation exhibits both the
self-activated luminescence of [VO4]

3− groups around 500 nm
and the characteristic linear emission of the 4f–4f transition of
Eu3+ ions at 594, 613, 634 and 711 nm (corresponding to the
transitions of 5D0 / 7FJ (J = 1–4)).30 The PLE spectrum is ob-
tained by monitoring the 5D0 /

7F2 characteristic emission of
Eu3+ ions at 613 nm, which contains a charge transfer band
(CTB) from 200 to 350 nm and two characteristic excitation
peaks of Eu3+ from 350 to 500 nm. The maximum value of
the CTB is 310 nm which can be attributed to the CT transition
Fig. 3 The PLE and PL spectra of (a) LCZV and (b) LCZV:0.015Eu3+

phosphors.
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(V5+/O2−) of [VO4]
3− groups. The sharp peaks around 393 and

464 nm are attributed to the 7F0 / 5L6 and
7F0 / 5D2 transi-

tions of the trivalent Eu3+ dopant. The intensity of CTB at
310 nm is obviously higher than those of 7F0 /

5L6 and
7F0 /

5D2 transitions of Eu
3+ at 393 and 464 nm. It can be inferred that

there must be an effective energy transfer between [VO4]
3−

groups and Eu3+ ions. The simplied energy transfer process
between [VO4]

3− and Eu3+ ions is shown in Fig. 4. Under the
310 nm UV excitation, the [VO4]

3− groups are excited through
the V5+ / O2− CTB, when Eu3+ ions were introduced into the
system, efficient energy transfer from [VO4]

3− groups to the Eu3+

excited states 5D0, eventually resulting in radiative transitions of
5D0 /

7FJ (J = 1–4). It can also be noted from Fig. 3(b) that the
dominant emission peak of Eu3+ is at 613 nm due to the 5D0 /
7F2 transition, indicating that Eu3+ ions in LCZV host are
located in a non-inversion symmetry position according to the
Judd–Ofelt theory.31 This result agrees well with the conclusion
that Eu3+ takes on the Ca2+ sites (without inversion symmetry)
in LCZV crystal structure.

A series of LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0–0.155) samples were synthe-
sized to further examine the effect of Eu3+ doping concentration
on the PL properties of the phosphors. As shown in Fig. 5, under
excitation at 310 nm, the characteristic emission peaks of all
samples are similar, and the PL emission intensity changes
Fig. 5 The emission spectra of LCZV:xEu3+(x = 0–0.155) under
310 nm excitation. The inset depicts the PL relative intensities at
500 nm and 613 nm as a function of Eu3+ concentration.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 The PL decay lifetimes of [VO4]
3− groups at 500 nm for

LCZV:xEu3+(x = 0, 0.015).

Table 3 PL decay parameters of the [VO4]
3− groups in LCZV:xEu3+ (x

= 0, 0.015) samples

Sample (x) A1 s1 (ms) A2 s2 (ms) c2 savg (ms)

0 5.39 4.55 2.65 12.17 1.205 8.93
0.015 5.45 3.68 2.05 10.68 1.069 7.33
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signicantly with the increase of the Eu3+ doping amount. The
inset of Fig. 5 shows the relative PL intensity of the LCZV:xEu3+

(x = 0–0.155) samples as a function of Eu3+ concentration.
When the concentration of Eu3+ ion is lower than 0.095, with
the increase of Eu3+ ion concentration, the self-activated emis-
sion around 500 nm shows a decrease in intensity, while the
Eu3+-related emission shows an increase, which conrms the
conclusion that there is an effective energy transfer from
[VO4]

3− groups to Eu3+ ions. It is worth noting that the intensity
of the self-activated emission rst shows a rapid decrease and
then turns to a slow decrease, with the inection point around
0.02, at which the most obvious lattice distortion occurs
according to Fig. 1(c). It can be inferred that Eu3+ ions would not
only transfer the energy absorbed by [VO4]

3− groups, but also
the lattice contraction caused by Eu3+ ions weaken the self-
activated luminescence of [VO4]

3− groups.
As the concentration of Eu3+ ions exceeds 0.095, the Eu3+-

related emission does not increase but decreases. According to
the previous literature,32 the concentration quenching occurs
from the non-radiative energy migration (short-range exchange
interactions or long-range multipolar interactions) among the
luminescence activators. Blasse pointed out that when the
critical transfer distance (Rc) between Eu3+ is less than or equal
to 5 Å, the concentration quenching phenomenon is attributed
to exchange interaction; otherwise, it is attributed to multipolar
interactions. The value of Rc can be calculated by the following
formula:33

Rc ¼ 2

�
3V

4pxcZ

�1=3

(3)

where Rc is the critical distance, V refers to the volume of the
unit cell, xc is the critical doping concentration, and Z is the
number of substitutable cations in a unit cell. For the LCZV
host, the lattice parameter is as follows: a = 12.43993 Å; V =

1925.101 Å3; xc = 0.095; and Z = 8. Substituting these data into
formula (3), the value of Rc is 16.91 Å, which was higher than 5
Å. Therefore, multipolar interactions would be the dominant
energy transfer mechanism between Eu3+ ions in the LCZV
host.

Fig. 6 shows the room temperature luminescence decay curves
of [VO4]

3− groups at 500 nm for LCZV and LCZV:0.015Eu3+

samples, respectively. The uorescence decay curves of [VO4]
3−

t
well with the bi-exponential tting eqn (4):34,35

I(t) = I0 + A1 exp(−t/s1) + A2 exp(−t/s2) (4)

In the formula, I(t) represents the luminescent intensity at time
t, t is the radiation decay time, s1 and s2 are the short and long
PL lifetime, and A1 and A2 are tting constants. The calculation
formula of average excited state life (savg) is shown in eqn (5):36

sang = (A1s1
2 + A2s2

2)/(A1s1 + A2s2) (5)

The calculated uorescence decay parameters of the
LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0, 0.015) samples are listed in Table 3. As
shown in Table 3, the average uorescence lifetime of the self-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
activated emission is shortened aer doping with Eu3+ ions.
By discussing the parameters of the fast decay mechanism (s1,
A1) and the slow decay mechanism (s2, A2) in detail, it can be
found that aer Eu3+ doping, both the decay times of the fast
component (s1) and the slow component (s2) are shortened, and
the weight of the fast component (A1) is relatively increased
while the weight of the slow component (A2) is relatively
decreased. Wemainly attribute the shortening of the decay time
of the two components to the reduction of the radiative tran-
sition probability of the [VO4]

3− groups caused by the energy
transfer to Eu3+; while the change in the weight of the two
components is attributed to the variation of the ratio between
the two transition mechanisms (3T1 / 1A1,

3T2 /
1A1) due to

the lattice distortion caused by Eu3+ doping. Comparing the
changes in the decay time and the weight of the two compo-
nents, it can be judged that the effect of Eu3+ ions doping on
lattice distortion is smaller than that of energy transfer.

Fig. 7 and Table S3† show the CIE chromaticity coordinates
of LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0–0.155) samples. Fig. S3† shows the varia-
tion of the chromaticity coordinates x and y with the Eu3+

doping concentration. Obviously, with the increase of Eu3+

concentration, the chromaticity gradually transitions from
bluish-green (0.2039, 0.2421) to white (0.2739, 0.3145) and then
to orange-red (0.3634, 0.4014). Color tunable phosphors were
thus obtained by changing the doping concentration of Eu3+ in
LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0–0.155) samples. In particular, white emis-
sions were achieved when the value of x was set as 0.015. The
packaged multicolor LED devices were displayed in the inset of
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 36063–36071 | 36067



Fig. 7 CIE chromaticity coordinates of LCZV:xEu3+ (x = 0–0.155) (left)
and the LED device of samples irradiated with a 310 nmUV lamp (right).

Fig. 9 Schematic configuration coordinate diagram for thermal-
quenching of [VO4]

3− groups and Eu3+ ions in LCZV host.

RSC Advances Paper
Fig. 7. The calculated correlation color temperature (CCT)
values are listed in Table S3.† For the white-emitting
LCZV:0.015Eu3+ phosphor, CCT is about 7683 K. Generally
speaking, we obtained a series of color tunable phosphors by
doping Eu3+ ions into the self-activating luminescent LCZV
host, and white light was achieved when the Eu3+ doping
concentration was 0.015 and the multicolor LED devices were
fabricated with multicolor luminescent effect.
Temperature-dependent PL properties

Fig. 8 depicts the temperature-dependent PL spectra of
LCZV:0.015Eu3+ under 310 nm light excitation. It can be found that
the positions and shapes of characteristic emission peaks of
samples at different temperatures from 293 K to 473 K are similar,
and the PL emission intensity decreases with the increase in
temperature. The inset in Fig. 8 describes the relative PL intensity
curve with temperature. It can be seen that under ultraviolet
Fig. 8 The temperature-dependent PL spectra of LCZV:0.015Eu3+.
The inset depicts the temperature-dependent PL relative intensities at
500 nm and 613 nm.

36068 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 36063–36071
excitation at 310 nm, the emission intensity of [VO4]
3− groups at

500 nm decreased sharply to 4.9% of the initial value with
increasing temperature; while the emission intensity of Eu3+ ions
at 613 nm only drops to 62.1% of its initial value. As shown in the
inset of Fig. 8, the luminescence intensity of [VO4]

3− groups is
more sensitive to temperature than that of Eu3+.

The thermal-quenching of [VO4]
3− groups and Eu3+ ions in

LCZV:0.015Eu3+ phosphor can be explained by the schematic
conguration coordinate diagram shown in Fig. 9.6,37 In general,
under the excitation of 310 nm light, the energy absorbed by the
[VO4]

3− groups emitted broadband cyan light through the CT
transition between excited states 3T1,2 and ground state 1A1. In the
presence of Eu3+ ions, the energy transfer occurs from the excited
[VO4]

3− groups to Eu3+ ions. The outer electrons of Eu3+ are rst
excited to the high-level state 5L6, then relaxed to the 5D0 level
through a non-radiative transition, and nally return to the 7FJ
ground state, with the emission of the characteristic Eu3+-related
spectrum. As the temperature increases, the excited electrons of
[VO4]

3− groups absorb additional vibrational energy and cross the
barrier DE1 to the intersection of 3T1,2 and

1A1 states, and rapidly
relax to ground state 1A1 by non-radiative transition. Meanwhile,
part of electrons at the 5D0 level of Eu3+ absorbed energy, sur-
mounted the activation energy barrier DE2 by phonon-electron
coupling38,39 to the intersection of 5D0 and 7F6, and nally back
to the ground state through non-radiative transition.32,37,40 In
summary, as the temperature increases, the thermal vibration of
the matrix lattice is enhanced, and the phonons in the crystal
increase, leading to the enhanced probability of the multiphonon
relaxation process. The interaction between electrons and
phonons is thus enhanced, resulting in the thermal quenching.41,42

To further study the thermal quenching process of the self-
activated luminescence from [VO4]

3− groups, we conducted the
temperature-dependent XRD patterns and the PL decay lifetimes
as a function of temperature. Fig. 10(a) shows the XRD patterns of
LCZV:0.015Eu3+ at different temperatures (298–473 K). It can be
found that pure host phase remains at different temperatures,
indicating that the crystal structure of the sample has good
thermal stability from room temperature to 473 K. However, an
enlarged XRD pattern at 2q = 32–32.5° indicates that the diffrac-
tion peaks of the samples shi to lower angles with the increase of
temperature, which means that the LCZV:0.015Eu3+ sample has
positive thermal expansion properties.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 (a) The temperature-dependent XRD patterns (2q = 15–80°)
and enlarged XRD patterns (2q = 32–32.5°) of LCZV:0.015Eu3+ (298–
473 K). (b) The PL decay lifetimes of LCZV:0.015Eu3+ at different
temperatures (293–473 K).

Table 4 PL decay parameters of the [VO4]
3− groups of

LCZV:0.015Eu3+ sample at different temperatures

T (K) A1 s1 (ms) A2 s2 (ms) c2 savg (ms)

298 5.45 3.68 2.05 10.68 1.205 7.33
323 5.69 2.81 1.13 9.49 1.069 5.49
373 9.04 1.39 0.72 8.46 1.052 3.70
423 9.17 1.23 0.42 7.35 1.022 2.55
473 10.15 1.18 0.25 6.26 1.014 1.77

Fig. 11 The CIE chromaticity diagrams of LCZV:0.015Eu3+ at different
temperatures (left) and the luminescent images under 310 nm exci-

Paper RSC Advances
Fig. 10(b) shows the PL decay curves of the LCZV:0.015Eu3+

sample at different temperatures (298–473 K), measured with the
excitation wavelength of 310 nm and the emission wavelength of
500 nm. It can be seen that the lifetime of the self-activated PL
shortens with increasing temperature. The average decay times savg
of [VO4]

3− groups at different temperatures are calculated
according to eqn (5) and shown in Table 4. From Table 4,
a shortening trend is observed with increasing temperature, both
for the fast decay mechanism (s1) and the slow decay mechanism
(s2), due to the thermal quenching effect shown in Fig. 9. At the
same time, we also found that with the increase in temperature,
the proportion of the fast decay mechanism (A1) is gradually
increasing while the proportion of slow decay mechanisms (A2) is
gradually decreasing. This change of the uorescence decay
mechanism may be attributed to the lattice-expansion caused by
heating (as described in Fig. 10(a)).

The activation energy DE of thermal quenching process was
calculated by using the Arrhenius equation:35,37,43

I ¼ I0

1þ A expð�DE=kTÞ (6)

where I0 is the emission intensity at initial room temperature, I
is the emission intensity at monitored temperature, A is
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
constant, DE is the activation energy and k stands for the
Boltzmann constant.43 As shown in Fig. S4,† the thermal
stability data of LCZV:0.015Eu3+ phosphor can be tted well by
using eqn (6). According to the slope estimation, the thermal
quenching activation energy DE values for [VO4]

3− groups and
Eu3+ are 0.510 eV and 0.358 eV, respectively. The difference in
the value of DE between the [VO4]

3− groups and the Eu3+ ions
indicates that they have different responses to temperature
changes.

The variation of the relative intensity of the two emissions
(around 500 nm and 613 nm) results in a change of the emitting
light color with temperature. As displayed by the CIE chroma-
ticity diagrams in Fig. 11, the luminescence color of
LCZV:0.015Eu3+ sample gradually changes from white to
orange-red as the ambient temperature increases from 293 K to
473 K. As shown in Fig. S5,† CIE x and CIE y of the sample
exhibit a linear increasing trend with the rising temperature. All
of these results demonstrate that the LCZV:0.015Eu3+ phosphor
has potential to be used as a luminescent temperature sensor,
which is a device that can determine the real-time temperature
through the luminescent color.

In order to evaluate the performance of the sample as
a uorescent temperature sensor, it is necessary to characterize
the following parameters, uorescence intensity ratio (FIR),
absolute sensitivity (Sa) and relative sensitivity (Sr). The
tation (right).
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Fig. 12 (a) FIR values monitored at different temperatures of
LCZV:0.015Eu3+. (b) Sa and Sr values monitored at different tempera-
tures of LCZV:0.015Eu3+.
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temperature-dependent FIR values can be obtained by tting
the experimental data according to the following eqn (7):29

FIR ¼ IEu3þ

I½VO4 �3�
¼ I0;Eu3þ

I0;½VO4 �3�

1þ A½VO4 �3� exp
�
�DE½VO4 �3�

.
kT

�
1þ AEu3þ expð �DEEu3þ=kTÞ

zBþ C expð�E=kTÞ (7)

where B, C and E are constants associated with the I0, A and DE
of Eu3+ ions and [VO4]

3− groups. The estimated FIR values can
be well-matched with the tting curve based on eqn (7). The
results of FIR values at various temperatures are shown in
Fig. 12(a). As the temperature rises from 293 to 473 K, the FIR
values for the LCZV:0.015Eu3+ phosphor decrease sharply.

The temperature sensitivity of the LCZV:0.015Eu3+ sample
was investigated by the absolute sensitivity (Sa) and relative
sensitivity (Sr), which can be calculated through the following
equations:44

Sa ¼ dðFIRÞ
dT

¼ C exp

��E
kT

��
E

kT2

�
(8)

Sr ¼ 100%� 1

FIR

dðFIRÞ
dT

¼ 100%� C expðE=kTÞ
Bþ C expð�E=kTÞ �

E

kT2

(9)

Sa and Sr values of the LCZV:0.015Eu3+ phosphor at different
temperatures deduced by eqn (8) and (9) are shown in Fig. 12(b). Sa
is a crucial coefficient to assess the FIR change rate, which is a sign
to measure the response-ability of the optical temperature sensor
to temperature change. The samples with higher Sa may be more
suitable for temperature sensing.8 It was clear that the value of Sa
showed a strong upward trend with the increase of temperature
and achieved the maximum value of 0.012 K−1 at about 473 K.
Whereas the Sr value initially grew up to the maximum (1.560%
K−1) at 373 K, and then decreased with the further increase of
temperature. The obtained samples showed higher Sa and Sr
values, indicating that the LCZV:0.015Eu3+ phosphor obtained in
this work is a promising candidate for remote non-invasive optical
thermometers using uorescence intensity ratio technology.
Conclusions

Eu3+ ions were introduced into the lattice of LCZV to study the
interaction of the self-activated and dopant-related
36070 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 36063–36071
luminescence. The lattice distortion caused by Eu3+ was evalu-
ated in terms of bond lengths and bond angles, which corre-
sponded to the decrease of self-activated uorescence intensity.
Both the self-activated and Eu3+-related emissions were detec-
ted, attributed to the effective energy transfer from [VO4]

3−

groups to Eu3+ ions. The difference of the thermal stability of
the two emissions led to suitable temperature sensing charac-
teristics. Based on the above results, the following products can
be developed: color-tunable phosphors, a white light emitting
LED, and a luminescent temperature sensor for non-contact test
system.
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